
Writing tips for 2H

Avoid 1st/2nd person pronouns (I, me, you)

Use quotation marks when quoting

Analyze effect; it is not enough to just identify DIDLS, 
you need to analyze how it reveals tone through the 
diction or imagery, etc. 

For example, the author doesn’t use imagery to create a 
picture in your mind; she uses it to show her disdain for 
her surroundings through dark and bleak descriptions. 

Elaborate!! Explanation of evidence needs to be 5-8 
sentences minimum. 



Writing tips for Upcoming Benchmark so 

you don’t feel like this guy

Let’s review some writing examples 

from the last 2 weeks to help prepare 

you for your upcoming writing benchmark!

Tuesday = Benchmark 1

➢ Short story #1 + 10 questions

➢ Short story #2 + 15 questions

Wednesday = Benchmark 2

➢ Read a poem and write a paragraph 

➢Analyze the tone and purpose through DIDtLS devices. 

➢ Thesis needs 2 DIDLS devices that contribute to a TONE (1 quote per device)



“Storm in the Black Forest” example

In the poem “Storm in the Black Forest”, by David Herbert 

Lawrence, the poet uses vivid imagery and symbolism to convey 

his condemnatory tone toward mankind. In this poem, the poet 

includes imagery such as “pure white liquid fire,” and “the electric 

liquid” to describe the warfare and battle among the elements in 

the sky. His use of imagery makes his criticism clear; he refers to 

the destruction that mankind has earth and projects a 

condemnatory tone. Herbert also uses symbolism in the poem, 

conveying his criticism, when he writes, “This is the electricity that 

man is supposed to have mastered chained” Here, he exposes the 

power humans have on this world but yet they have yet to control 

nature despite their efforts. 



“Storm in the Black Forest” example

In the poem “Storm in the black forest” by David Herbert Lawrence 

the author uses vivid imagery that revealed his admiring tone 

towards the storm. The author is describing lighting as he states, 

“And as the electric liquid pours out, sometimes a still brighter white 

snake wriggles among it” (6). The poet explains how he sees the 

thunderstorm and compares it to other objects in a pleasurable 

way. The author also says, “Now it is night, from the bronzy soft sky 

jugful after jugful of pure white liquid fire” (1-2). The poet admires 

how the “soft” sky looks before it gets dark and starts to storm. The 

word “soft” in this description is being used as if the author 

approves of the storm coming. 



“Savages” Student Example

The tone of the song is enraged because the speakers are 

furious when they sing. The author’s purpose is to show two 

different groups of people and two different mindsets. The 

message is that people are scared of the unknown. In this song, 

whites are scared of Native Americans and the Native 

Americans are scared of whites. The fear converts to rage. For 

instance, in the song, it states, “What can you expect from filthy 

little heathens?” At this point, the tone shifts from fear to anger. 

Neither side understands each other. 

For the benchmark, 

Add A DIDLS device 

and examples of that 

device. 



“Savages” Student Example

 In “Savages,” Alan Menken and Stephen Schwartz use a vexed tone toward racism

by including details and diction to emphasize how people ignorantly  judge others 

who seem different from them. The authors repeat the lines, “They are different from 

us/ which means they cannot be trusted” and “They are not like you and me/which 

means they must be evil” (Menken & Schwartz 12-13, 28). By repeating these lines 

while referring to the Native Americans and the white men, the authors emphasize 

that the groups feel they are so different from one another that don’t trust each 

other, and are not willing to coexist. This repetition of these lines conveys the theme 

that sometimes war and conflicts start unnecessarily. The poet uses diction in the 

lines, “their skin’s a hellish red” and “the pale face is a demon” to prove that the 

two groups only differ by skin color. Their use of the words, “hellish” and “demon” 

demonstrate this because the English and the Natives look different. Since they both 

believe the other group is made of up “Savages”, however, these two hateful 

groups share more in common than they think. 

Make sure you explain the 

tone, device, examples, & 

purpose



For your benchmark, strong examples will include

Thesis statements/Claims that follow the formula 

➢mention the title of the poem and the poet’s name (spelled 

correctly; it’s on the sheet.)

➢Use quotation marks around titles of poems

➢Include a precise tone word (from your tone sheet) towards a 

subject + your chosen devices

Several examples for each device (DIDtLS) and explanations as 

to how they prove your tone word

➢Use quotation marks around your examples since these are 

quotations. Be sure to cite using MLA format.



For your benchmark, strong examples will include

ICEd quotations (Introduce, Cite, Explain) 

Lead-in/blended quotes

Thoughtful insights → What does the poet try to prove 

about life/the subject? 

➢Explains what the “big picture” is behind the poem

Formal writing → No slang or colloquial language

No 1st (“I believe…”) or 2nd person (“The poet says you should…”)

No “this quote shows…”



Benchmark 2’s Prompt = 
Write a well-developed paragraph that identifies how the 

author uses diction, imagery, and/or syntax to create a 
________ tone towards _______.

Alan Menken and Stephen Schwartz use dehumanizing diction and bloody imagery to create a critical 

tone towards racism in “Savages”. In the song, the white settlers of Jamestown discussing their plans 

for swift revenge upon the Native American tribe who has taken John Smith. John Ratcliffe, the leader of 

the settlers, instigates bloody revenge and advocates for swift destruction, calling the tribe “filthy little 

heathens” and “vermin” (Menken & Schwartz 2-6). Through calling the settlers heathens and vermin, 

Ratcliffe removes their humanity by declaring them as different and other, and inferring they do not have 

souls, and therefore can be exterminated by rats. The men are hateful towards the settlers, and their 

hatred reveals a deep criticism by the authors of this hatred that is depicted as single-minded and racist. 

Moreover, the vivid red imagery covering the men’s faces is further indicative of their blood lust, as war 

is the only thing they care about. This single-minded focus precludes the men from taking diplomatic 

action (advocated by the juxtaposed Pocahontas), thereby demonstrates the authors’ distaste and 

resulting criticism of their belief structure. Through the connected use of dehumanizing diction and 

bloody imagery, the white settlers are revealed to be savages themselves, and the authors’ critical tone 

towards the men reveals their distaste for the men’s hatred which is unfounded and untenable. 



Benchmark 2’s Prompt = 
Write a well-developed paragraph that identifies how the author uses 

diction, imagery, and/or syntax to create a ________ tone towards _______.

In the song, “Requiem”, the author uses devices such as intimate details and interrogative 
syntax to convey a critical tone towards Zoe’s detached response towards her brother’s 
passing. In the song, Zoe reveals her thoughts on Connor’s sudden death. While many would 
be upset over their family member’s death, she feels no sense of sadness or dread. With 
details, she compares Connor’s death and her reaction to that of a villain’s death, claiming, 
“When the villains fall, the kingdoms never weep.” Through details, it’s revealed Zoe knew the 
kind of person Connor really was, and she knew that he was not of the good kind. She justifies 
her disregard to Connor’s passing by claiming that those who should not be celebrated should 
not be missed, illustrating the author’s critical tone. Furthermore, Zoe questions the social 
norm and expectations of the passing of a relative by asking a simple question, “Why?” Zoe 
asks why she must “play the grieving girl and lie, saying that I miss you and that my world has 
gone dark without your light?” Here, her interrogative syntax reveals how Zoe does not feel a 
need to grieve for Connor, despite him being her brother. Zoe knows she will not miss him, 
therefore why should she pretend she will just for superficial purposes. She feels no need to 
even act somewhat bothered by his death due to his character and actions. The authors use 
devices like details and syntax to portray their critical tone towards Zoe’s detached response 
to her brother’s death. 



Moving forward

As we continue to write, remember these pieces 

of advice, and work to develop your writing (and 

insights) further.

Use these examples as well as review all notes and 

hangouts to help prepare for benchmarks 1 & 2  


